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Government MPs gave themselves a hefty pay-rise,
back-dated, in 2013 at the same time as taking legal
action to delay hard-working public servants a fair
hearing on their wage rise.
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So public servants were left waiting while politicians were
awarded up to $80,000 a year extra.
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Now the Supreme Court of Queensland rejected the
Government’s latest attempt to stop a fair interim wage increase
for public servants, upholding our case as union members.
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Union members have won the legal
battle, now we need to win the next
round with the Premier.
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Government MPs can stop the
inequity now and pay fair. Public
servants aren’t asking for $80,000
each, just a fair rise, and one that
is back-paid to the start of the
process just like the politicians got.

FAIR
– PAY –

Together we need to make the
Premier listen, to make up for lost time
and to give us our rightful back-pay.

FOR ALL!
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Sign the petition at http://campaigns.together.org.au/fairpaynow
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The only way to achieve improvements to our wages and to
secure working conditions is as a union group. Join at:
http://www.together.org.au/join/
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